


LOT T E  ST E ENBR I N K ,  F E R ROUS  S YST EMS

TOOLS  THAT  SPARK  JOY

lessons learned from the Rust ecosystem that can be adopted elsewhere



Hello!

• IoT, constrained networks, embedded systems

• IETF

• C & C++

LOT T E  ST E ENBR I N K ,  SO F TWARE  ENG I N E E R

AT  F E R ROUS  S YST EMS
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1. built-in Rust tools

2. 3rd party open source tooling

3. lessons learned

OU T L I N E

• Build Trust

• Reduce Friction and Fear

• Spark Joy
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Rust is a systems programming language that is 

optimised for speed, memory safety and fearless 

concurrency.
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RUST  IS  AN  EMPATHIC  

SYSTEMS  PROGRAMMING  

LANGUAGE  THAT  IS  

DETERMINED  TO  NOT  LET  

ME  SHOOT  MYSELF  IN  THE  

FOOT.

Rust is a systems programming language that is 

optimised for speed, memory safety and fearless 

concurrency.
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let me show you what I mean.

try it out on play.rust-lang.org

fn main() {

    let answer = 0;

    // do some more calculations ...

    answer = 42;

    println!("The Answer to the \

    Ultimate Question of Life, \

    the Universe, and Everything \ 

 is: {}", answer);

}
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https://play.rust-lang.org/?version=stable&mode=debug&edition=2018&gist=438929e8899c91c227986458c6a2d20d


let me show you what I mean.

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.

try it out on play.rust-lang.org

fn main() {

    let answer = 0;

    // do some more calculations ...

    answer = 42;

    println!("The Answer to the \

    Ultimate Question of Life, \

    the Universe, and Everything \ 

 is: {}", answer);

}
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https://play.rust-lang.org/?version=stable&mode=debug&edition=2018&gist=438929e8899c91c227986458c6a2d20d


talk to me like i'm a 

person

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.
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show me the 

problem}
error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.
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emphasise

carefully

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.
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error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.

suggest a solution
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group by 

whitespace

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.
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delete noise

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`
  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5
   |
8  |  let answer = 0;
   |    ------
   |    |
   |    first assignment to `answer`
   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`
9  |  // do some more calculations ...
10 |  answer = 42;
   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain 
E0384`.
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started from the bottom, now we're here

https://blog.rust-lang.org/2016/08/10/Shape-of-errors-to-come.html

error[E0384]: cannot assign twice to immutable variable `answer`

  --> src/bin/deep_thought.rs:10:5

   |

8  |  let answer = 0;

   |    ------

   |    |

   |    first assignment to `answer`

   |    help: make this binding mutable: `mut answer`

9  |  // do some more calculations ...

10 |  answer = 42;

   |  ^^^^^^^^^^^ cannot assign twice to immutable variable

error: aborting due to previous error

For more information about this error, try  ̀rustc --explain E0384`.
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ready, set, rust 🏁
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ready, set, rust 🏁
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when the grass is greener on the other side, 

accept their gardening tips
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not invented here 👍

[target.'cfg(all(target_arch = "arm", target_os = "none"))']

runner = "probe-run --chip nRF52840_xxAA"

./cargo.config

[profile.dev]

debug = 1

Cargo.toml

➜ ~ cargo install probe-run
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Make the right thing to do

easy
– Ashley Williams
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make the right thing to do

enticing
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❇

☝

❗

illustrations by craftwork.design

#0
"Hello 👋 

😊"

#1 "{=?}"

#2 "Lotte"

#3 "{0=0..3:x}"

defmt::info!("Hello 👋 😊");

defmt::warn!("{=?}",

 Person { name: interned_name,

     age: 30} );

defmt::error!("{0=0..3:x}", 

     0b0100_0111u8);

INFO Hello 👋 😊

      

WARN { name: Lotte, age: 30 }

ERROR 0x7

#0

#1, #2, 30

#3, 01000111

make the right thing to do

enticing
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LESSONS  LEARNED,

THE  LISTICLE™
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PRESENTATION  IS  KEY

• delete noise

• whitespace groups information

• carefully emphasize
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PUT  HELP  WHERE  YOUR  

AUDIENCE  NEEDS  IT

• reduce context switches

• show and tell

• ♥  copy-paste-able solutions
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IF  YOU  HAD  TO  SUFFER  

THROUGH  IT,  MAKE  SURE  

NOBODY  ELSE  HAS  TO

• Explain it to the human, not their computer

• Automate setup steps
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LEAD  BY  EXAMPLE

• set a standard to live up to and copy from

• if possible, consider ✨joy✨ at the design stage

•  sponsor open source tools that make your life 

easier
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STEAL  GOOD  IDEAS
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KEEP  THE  HAPPY  PATH  

CONSISTENT
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MAKE  THE  RIGHT  

THING  TO  DO  

EASY – Ashley Williams
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MAKE  THE  RIGHT  

THING  TO  DO

ENTICING
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✉  lotte.steenbrink@ferrous-systems.com

     github.com/Lotterleben

DEAR  I N T E RV I EWEE S :  TH ANK  YOU

Florian Gilcher, Jorge Aparicio, James Munns, 

Jan-Erik Rediger 

S L I D E S ,  SOURC E S  &  MAT E R I A L S

🔗 tinyurl.com/accu-spark
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https://github.com/Lotterleben
https://app.pitch.com/app/presentation/b55ac23c-1e9b-4a58-b439-0002ae07d8f8/e93f7471-f8e0-49b9-b5d3-97134b263df5


Sources TOO L S

knurling-rs (sponsor us!)

defmt                 |  postform, a defmt-inspired C++ library

cargo-watch        |  entr

▶Run button and much more IDE magic by rust-analyzer

Rust Playground | C Playground

Bending the Curve: A Personal Tutor at Your Fingertips

The Anatomy of Error Messages in Rust

C++ & Rust: Access all Arenas

Zen and the Art of Convincing Your Company to Use Rust

RustConf 2020 Keynote

A Tale of Two Asyncs: Open Source Language Design in Rust and Node.js

TA L KS

🔗 click on each link to get to 

the source! 
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https://github.com/knurling-rs/
https://github.com/knurling-rs/defmt
https://github.com/Javier-varez/Postform
https://crates.io/crates/cargo-watch
https://jvns.ca/blog/2020/06/28/entr/
https://twitter.com/rust_analyzer/media?
https://play.rust-lang.org/
https://cplayground.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6X7Ada0ugE
https://rustfest.global/session/5-the-anatomy-of-error-messages-in-rust/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiWkMFE8uRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn-1so-Ibsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwPRu5FhfIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGJTXdXQN2o


Sources
elm-lang.org/news/compiler-errors-for-humans

blog.rust-lang.org/2016/08/10/Shape-of-errors-to-come.html

usability improvements in gcc 9

gcc User Experience Guidelines

rustc diagnostics style guide

extending cargo with custom commands – 1 paragraph

Testing a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) using defmt

T E X T

3D illustrations by craftwork.design

Chubby hands by pitch.com

OTHER

🔗 click on each link to get to 

the source! 
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https://elm-lang.org/news/compiler-errors-for-humans
https://blog.rust-lang.org/2016/08/10/Shape-of-errors-to-come.html
https://developers.redhat.com/blog/2019/03/08/usability-improvements-in-gcc-9/
https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gccint/User-Experience-Guidelines.html
https://github.com/rust-lang/rustc-dev-guide/blob/master/src/diagnostics.md
https://doc.rust-lang.org/book/ch14-05-extending-cargo.html
https://ferrous-systems.com/blog/defmt-test-hal/
https://ferrous-systems.com/blog/defmt-test-hal/
http://craftwork.design/
http://pitch.com/


LOT T E  ST E ENBR I N K ,  F E R ROUS  S YST EMS

TOOLS  THAT  SPARK  JOY

lessons learned from the Rust ecosystem that can be adopted elsewhere
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beware of survivorship bias
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